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 General introduction

Two annotated short texts in the Seri language—Cmiique Iitom—(ISO 639-3 code [sei]) are pre-
sented, with introductions to each, in appendices A and B.1 The first text is based on an oral nar-
ration recorded at least forty years ago and the second one is a composition written about fifteen
years ago.

In these presentations, the texts are written in the practical orthography used in the community;
this is the first line of each interlinear group. The phonetic values of the symbols are explained in
appendix C. The small marks ˻ and ˼ are used to set off words that form lexicalized expressions
(idioms and compounds), most of which receive either subentry or main entry treatment in M.
Moser & Marlett (2010); these symbols are not part of the practical orthography.

The second line of the interlinear group gives the morphological makeup of the words. Morpheme
breaks are not indicated in these lines since it would be misleading or ponderous to do so given the
way words are composed; see Marlett (1981, 1990, in preparation) for more information about the
morphology. The punctuation used in the glossing of the morphemes generally follows the Leipzig
Glossing Rules.2 In this case, the semicolon indicates that the morpheme break between the two
morphemes is not one that could be easily shown based on the surface form.3

In order to illustrate the glossing conventions used here, we can look at the word cöihataamalca
that appears in the title of the text in appendix A. Here I attempt to explain its form. First, it is based
on the denominal verb stem √ataamalca ‘put horns/antlers on (something)’. This denominal verb is
the causative form (using the augment prefix, of which a is an indicator, glossed aug) of the more
basic denominal verb √itaamalca ‘have horns/antlers’, the i of which is the verbalizer meaning
essentially ‘have, wear, put on’, glossed hv. This denominal verb, in turn, is based on the obliga-
torily possessed noun root √taamalca ‘horns/antlers’ (which appears in its third person possessed
form in lines 2.2, 5.2, and 6.3).4 The noun root bears some similarity to plural nouns—the string
lca is quite common (compare istj ‘its leaf’ and istalca ‘its leaves’)—but the stem √taamalca is in
fact used for both one horn or for many; the stem √taamalcoj is used when the possessor is plural.
Thus the causative denominal stem is glossed aug:hv:horn(s)/antlers. The word cöihataamalca is
a deverbal noun based on the passive form of the causative verb. The nominalizer is the prefix
h (glossed pon, for proposition/oblique nominalizer). While we cannot see the passive morpheme
clearly in this word, from other words we know that it follows the nominalizer. The preconsonantal

1I thank Andy Black, Cheri Black, Bob Dooley, Cathy Marlett, Carolyn O’Meara and Valerie Hillman for their
comments and suggestions on various drafts of this paper. The presentations and translations of the texts themselves
were made possible with the help of René Montaño Herrera and Francisco Xavier Moreno Herrera. The editing of
these texts and their preparation for general distribution in the Seri communities were facilitated by a grant from the
Christensen Fund, for which I express my thanks. Andy Black provided great help in the use of XLingPaper for
preparing the texts and the related notes for publication after exporting the texts from the SIL program FLEx.

2See http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php.
3Abbeviations used: 3 = third person, abs = absolute, aug = augment, aux = auxiliary, aw = motion away, cm =

compact, crd = coordinator, dcl = declarative, def = definite, dem = demonstrative, dep = dependent, det = determiner,
ds = different subject, dt = distal, eq = equative verb root, foc = focus, fl = flexible, out of sight, or default, hv =
have (verbalizing prefix), ind = independent, indf = indefinite, intns = intensifier, io = indirect object, irr = irrealis,
lim = limiter, loc = location, md = medial, neg = negative, nmlz = nominalizer, pass = passive, pl = plural, pon =
proposition/oblique nominalizer, poss = possessive, rcp = reciprocal, rlmi = realis “mi” form, rlt = realis “t” form,
rlyo = realis “yo” form, sbj = subject, sbrd = subordinator, sg = singular, tr = transitive, unsp = unspecified, ut =
unspecified time, vt = vertical.

4Since the augmented (causative) form of the denominal verb always eliminates the verbalizer prefix i-, one might
think that the verb stem does not even have the hv morpheme. However, I believe that it is arguable that it does.

http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php
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passive morpheme is the prefix ah, but the h is lost in the word cöihataamalca (as it is lost in many
other words) because of the presence of the h of the nominalizer.5 (The passive morpheme is fully
visible in the word mahtaamalca in line 6.1 and the word cötahcooix in line 6.3.) The a of the
passive prefix and the a of the augment prefix merge in forms such as cöihataamalca. Preceding
the nominalizer h- is the third person possessor prefix i-. (The possessive set represents the subject
of the nominalized verb—in this case, hapxa quij, ‘the cotton-tail’.) And finally, at the very be-
ginning is the prefix cö- (allomorph of co-) that elsewhere indicates third person indirect/oblique
object; in nominalizations of the type that refer to the entire proposition, as here, it is simply part of
the construction. Therefore the gloss 3.io:3.poss:pon:pass;aug;[hv:]horn(s)/antlers reflects the order
of the morphemes involved. (The morpheme hv is bracketed, according to the Leipzig Glossing
Rules, to reflect the fact that the morpheme is not visible superficially.)

The last line of the interlinear group gives the dictionary entry form (from M. Moser & Marlett
2010) that is relevant to the word in the baseline. The morphological complexity of the beginning
of verbs makes this line indispensable for novices. In the case of idioms, the verb cited on that line
is where the idiom is probably found in the dictionary.

Two free translations are given (both relatively literal in order to reflect the structure of the orig-
inal): one in English and one in Spanish.

Some notes on the morphology and syntax of Seri are interspersed through the text as footnotes.
For a very basic orientation to the language, see Marlett (2005, 2015). A general bibliography on
all things related to Seri language, history and culture is found in Marlett (2013).

5Yip (1988:75-77) argues that the loss of h in such forms is related to the Obligatory Contour Principle. If the h
were not deleted, the syllable in question here would be hah, which is not found in the language (but see the word
haahs [ʔaːʔs] abs;?, a word that appears in two idioms, there inflected for person (M. Moser & Marlett 2010:303)).
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Appendix A: The cotton-tail with antlers text

The short story presented here was collected by Edward W. Moser sometime before his death
in 1976, perhaps in the 1960s.6 The monolingual manuscript of the text was found among his
papers, but the original recording on which it was based has not been located. It is also unfortunate
that the name of the narrator of the story does not appear on the manuscript. (It was not a written
text to begin with since, unlike today, there were no Seri writers in those years.) Several people
had contributed to collections of stories that were transcribed, edited and published under Moser’s
guidance with the help of Roberto Herrera Marcos (see C. Romero et al. 1975 and Herrera, Morales
& Topete 1976; both collections are now under revision); however, this story was not published.

In recent years, after the story was found and slightly edited with the help of René Montaño
Herrera, we began to use it in literacy classes in Haxöl Iihom (known in Spanish as El Desemboque
de los seris) and Socaaix (Punta Chueca). Since the story is short and humorous, it has proven to
be a useful text for that purpose with new readers; it will be included in Montaño & Marlett (in
preparation). The illustrations included at the end were prepared by Cathy Moser Marlett for future
publications of this story. A recording of a reading of the text was made in April of 2015 by Jessica
López Perales, resident of Socaaix; with her permission, that 40 second recording is made available
here: .

Stories such as this are often meant to convey a moral lesson even as they cause a humorous
reaction in the hearer or reader; but just as with fables in other traditions, those lessons may not be
stated clearly. Juan Herrera Casanova informed me recently that a saying is still used that obviously
comes from the story presented here. For example, it may be said about a person who is hankering
for a job for which s/he is not prepared to handle, “Hapxa xah sahtaamalca xah hax mahii”, which
could be translated “S/he’s like a cotton-tail that would be given antlers”. And Xavier Moreno
Herrera clarified that in this story, despite not being mentioned in the text itself, the cotton-tail had
indicated to the Creator that he wanted antlers.

Colleagues Jim Watters and Juanita Watters have pointed out that stories about antlers on rabbits
are quite common in various genetically unrelated languages of the Americas. However, the stories
that I have been able to locate are quite different in content from the one given here.

6Moser and his wife Mary Becky Moser were the first serious researchers and documenters of the Seri language
(Cmiique Iitom) and culture, beginning in 1952, under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics and the
Secretaría de Educación Pública of Mexico. One of their legacies was an analysis on which a functional writing
system was based; with some adjustments during the years, documented in Marlett (2006), the alphabet is still in use
with wide acceptance and a growing number of fluent readers and competent writers.
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When the cotton-tail was given antlers

Free rendering:
At the beginning of the world, the Creator put antlers on the cotton-tail rabbit (not on the antelope

jackrabbit). Those antlers were like the mule deer’s, but were rabbit-sized. Now when a cotton-tail
flees, it scurries under bushes. And when this cotton-tail tried that, his antlers got caught in the
bush and he was yanked backwards so he fell flat on his back. It was obvious that antlers were just
not appropriate for cotton-tails, and so the antlers were taken away. Because of this, the cotton-tail
does not have antlers.

ConAst:Title
Hapxa7

Sylvilagus_sp.
hapxa

quij8
def;cm
quij

cöihataamalca9

3.io:3.poss:pon:pass:aug:[hv:]horn(s)/antlers
cataamalca

hac10

def;loc
hac

When the cotton-tail was given antlers
Cuando al conejo cola de algodón le fueron puestas astas
7The scientific identifications are taken from M. Moser & Marlett (2010); the abbreviation sp. for ‘species’ may

appear on this line. The sources of information about mammals in that work are from Felger & M. Moser (1985),
Nowak (1999), and Richard White (personal communication).

8This is the singular definite article that is typical for small animals (among other things) that are not moving. It is
derived historically from the deverbal noun quiij that appears in line 1. See Marlett & M. Moser (1994).

9This deverbal noun is based on the passive form of the causative verb stem √ataamalca, which is in turn based
on the denominal verb stem √itaamalca, which is in turn based on the possessed noun root √taamalca. For more
information on denominal verbs in Seri, see Marlett (2008b). For a discussion of valency-changing operations in
Seri, see Marlett (forthcoming). The use of deverbal nouns of this type is a typical preference in titles. When such
deverbal nouns bear the prefix co-/cö- 3.io  and occur with the definite article hac, as here, they refer to the entire
proposition—here, the occasion on which the cotton-tail rabbit was given antlers.

10The title was given by Seri colleagues in recent years, following a model that is typical for titles of stories. So far
as I know, story-tellers do not name a story before, during or after telling, but can readily provide one if needed for a
particular situation (such as a publication).
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ConAst:1
˻Ziix
  thing
ziix

Xiica11

thing\pl
ziix

quih
def;fl
quíh

Caai˼12

sbj.nmlz:[tr:]make
caai

tahac13

md:loc
tahac

iti
3.poss:on
iti

quiij14

sbj.nmlz:sit
quiij

quij15

def;cm
quij

hapxa
Sylvilagus_sp.
hapxa

hapáh16

sbj.nmlz:pass:do/say/put.fl
quíh

quij
def;cm
quij

itataamalca,17

3.sbj:rlt:aug:[hv:]horn(s)/antlers
cataamalca

yoque.18

rlyo:unsp.sbj:say
teeque

The being that made the things (the Creator), who was there, put antlers on the [animal] that is called
“hapxa” (cotton-tail), it is said.

El ser que creó las cosas (el Creador), quien estaba allí, le puso astas al [animal] que se llama “hapxa”
(conejo cola de algodón), se dice.

ConAst:2.1
Tahtaamalca
rlt:pass:aug:[hv:]horn(s)/antlers
cataamalca

ma,19

ds
ma

Antlers were put on him,20

Se le fueron puestas astas,
11Inflection of nouns is a complicated topic, for which reason M. Moser & Marlett (2010) lists plural forms for every

noun entry, when possible. This example is a suppletive plural.
12This standardized expression for the name of the ‘Creator’ does not appear as an entry in M. Moser & Marlett

(2010).
13This complex demonstrative, composed of ta (related to the medial locative) and hac (the locative definite article),

is used here pronominally. The location to which this demonstrative is referring is, obviously, not made explicit in the
text. In line 5.3 the demonstrative tahac has a more general reference. See also the complex demonstrative tiquij in
line 5.2.

14Relative clauses are formed with deverbal nouns. If the modified noun is coreferent with the subject of the relative
clause, the subject-oriented deverbal noun is used, as here. See also the word Caai in this same line. The word hapáh
in this same line and in line 7 is parallel, but its form is different because the verb is in the passive voice. See the
discussion in Marlett (2012a).

15As mentioned in Marlett (2012a), this example is an extremely rare (if not unique) one in which a modifier that
functions as a relative clause (in this case, tahac iti quiij quij) is not taken as restrictive.

16The verb root √ah that appears here is common. The meaning ‘say’ is probably an extension of the meaning of
‘put (flexible item)’. In line 4.1 a verb with this root appears in the idiom for ‘do as a custom or habit’.

17The third person subject prefix i- that appears on this verb (and elsewhere in the text) only occurs if the subject
and the direct object are both third person. Elsewhere, third person subject is not represented by any prefix. The third
person subject of the passive verb at the beginning of line 2.1, for example, is not indicated by any prefix.

18The word yoque here functions as a main verb (grammatically) and also as an evidential indicating that the events
recounted are not the first-hand knowledge of the narrator. It is pronounced with a lower degree of stress than what
typically appears on main verbs. In line 6.3 the form yocyo appears; the latter is apparently the more preferred form by
younger people today. As true main verbs, both words would have long vowels: yooque (rlyo:unsp.sbj:say), yoocyo
(rlyo:unsp.sbj:say\pl). This speech verb is always morphologically intransitive.

19This word is the switch-reference marker used when the verb is in realis mood and the subject (in some sense—see
the discussion in Marlett 1984a) of the following clause is not coreferential. This example is not as simple as it seems,
however. See note 43.

20More literally, ‘He was caused to have antlers.’
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ConAst:2.2
hap
Odocoileus_hemionus
hap

itaamalca
3.poss:horn(s)/antlers
itaamalca

itmís,
3.sbj:rlt:resemble
cmis

they resembled mule deer antlers,
eran como las que tienen los venados bura,

ConAst:2.3
iti21

3.poss:on
iti

tiij,22

rlt:sit
quiij

they were on him,
estaban en él,

ConAst:2.4
hax23

intns
hax

cöititaai,
3.io:3.sbj:rlt:measure
quitai24

iti
3.poss:on
iti

tiij,
rlt:sit
quiij

yoque.
rlyo:unsp.sbj:say
teeque

they were the right size [for a cotton-tail, at the base], it is said.
al tamaño correcto [para un conejo, en la base], se dice.

ConAst:3.1
Hapxa
Sylvilagus_sp.
hapxa

quih
def;fl
quih

tojoz
rlt:flee
cojoz

x,25

ut
x

When a cotton-tail flees,
Cuando un conejo huye,
21When the semantic complement of a preverbal locative marker such as iti is not adjacent to the locative marker,

including when it is tacit (as in this example), the locative marker has a higher degree of stress than when the
complement is overt and adjacent.

22The verb agreement (as with a singular subject) here indicates that the antlers are being treated as a singular noun.
23This adverb is difficult to adequately characterize. See the discussion in Marlett (in preparation).
24The verb relating to size is a subentry (cöquitai) under quitai in the dictionary; I have found that speakers seem

to disagree about whether this verb has a long vowel aa or a short one. (Diphthongs present numerous issues in the
language.) The last round of checking indicated that the word in this clause has a long aa.

25This sentence is giving general information about the behavior of cotton-tail rabbits. The use of the article quih is
therefore appropriate here since it is talking about cotton-tail rabbits in a general way. The small word x that occurs at
the end of this clause indicates in some vague (but important) way that the time of this action does not happen at some
specific time. The translation “whenever a cotton-tail flees” might be used here as well, as that is the sense. The same
dependent-clause enclitic x occurs in line 5.2, where it is (frankly) less easy to explain. (Speakers are very aware of this
enclitic, although it is often lightly articulated despite being a voiceless uvular fricative. In pre-dictionary materials
it was written as part of the preceding word. The Seri consultants on the first edition of the dictionary (M. Moser &
Marlett 2005), at the suggestion of René Montaño, agreed that it would be better to write the word separately, and thus
it has been ever since.)
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ConAst:3.2
hehe26

plant
hehe

quih
def;fl
quih

˻an27

  [3.poss:]in
ano

hant
land
hant

mooit˼.28

rlmi:arrive
cooit

it darts in under bushes.
se mete debajo de los arbustos.

ConAst:4.1
Ox
thus
ox

˻isoj
  3.poss:body
isoj

isiih˼29

3.sbj:irr.ind:do/say/put.fl
quíh

xah30

?
xah

taa31

rlt:aux
taa

tamoz,
rlt:think
camoz

When [this rabbit with antlers] tried to do what he would usually do,
Cuando [este conejo con astas] intentó hacer lo que solía hacer,

ConAst:4.2
tpanzx,
rlt:run
cpanzx

tiha,32

rlt:fast
quiha

he ran fast,
corrió rápido,

ConAst:4.3
hehe
plant
hehe

quij
def;cm
quij

˻án
  [3.poss:]area
án

cösiizquim˼
3.io:irr.ind:enter
cazquim

xah
?
xah

taa
rlt:aux
taa

tamoz,
rlt:think
camoz

he tried to run under a bush,
intentó entrar a un arbusto,

26The word hehe has a wide range of meanings. It is interesting that the general term exists since, as Berlin (1972:78-
80) has pointed out, a general term is not that common among languages of the world. Berlin cites Ullmann (1963:181),
who claims that in Latin there was no general term for ‘plant’ in the modern sense. The terms in French and Spanish
are relatively recent developments. The OED records the first use of the word ‘plant’ with this general sense in English
in the sixteenth century (OED 1989:2197). Relating to a modern language or language family that does not have a
general term, see the discussion of plant terms in Me'phaa (Marlett 2012b).

27While an(o) may look like a postposition here, with hehe quih as its complement, it is arguable that no syntactic
postpositional phrase actually exists here. Rather, the word an(o), like a few other words of this class, is actually
limited to preverbal position and only semantically linked to the complement noun phrase. In this example the words
an hant mooit form a constituent. See the discussion in Marlett (in preparation).

28The verb form here, realis mi-, is the one that is appropriate for a statement in third person that is not within the
personal knowledge of the narrator. In third person subject verbs, the alternative form, realis yo-, typically implies
(there are exceptions) that the narrator witnessed the event. The verb prefixes combine evidentiality with modality
(realis vs. irrealis) and various other things. Thus, as discussed in Marlett (in preparation), previously used glosses
such as ‘proximal’ and ‘distal’, ‘present’ and ‘past’, ‘near past’ and ‘remote past’, are probably missing the mark, at
least when the subject is third person. But this is a topic for more research.

29See note 16.
30This word has no obvious gloss; it is not the coordinator xah that appears in various lines in the text in appendix

B. It is commonly used with complement clauses that express indirect thought or speech.
31I refer to this word as an auxiliary verb, but it is related to a verb that is sometimes glossed as ‘be’; it also has an

irrealis form paa, and both forms may be followed by the appropriate switch-reference marker. In examples like this
one and the one in line 4.3, the auxiliary verb subordinates the irrealis verb form that precedes the word xah as a future
that is relative to a past time. Phonetically, the word taa is pronounced very quickly, without stress, and so it sounds
simply like [ta], just as it is transcribed in Marlett, Moreno Herrera & Herrera Astorga (2005:120). Untrained writers
would certainly write it as ta.

32This sequence of clauses, clearly pronounced with separate intonational contours, is the way to express the sense
of running quickly. There is no adverb that means ‘quickly’ in the language.
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ConAst:4.4
paquiiqui33

backwards
paquiiqui

tjip,
rlt:lie_face_up
cjip

haa
there
haa

˻hant
  land
hant

tahjiit˼,
rlt:fall
cahjiit

yoque.
rlyo:unsp.sbj:say
teeque

he fell backwards face up.
se cayó para atrás boca arriba.

ConAst:5.1
Ox
thus
ox

impacta
rlmi:be_in_appearance34

hapacta

tax,
sbrd
tax

That’s the way it was,
Así era,

ConAst:5.2
itaamalca
3.poss:horn(s)/antlers
itaamalca

tiquij35

md:cm
tiquij

ah36

foc
ah

hehe
plant
hehe

cop37

def;vt
cop

˻ano
  [3.poss:]in
ano

cöitqueetij˼38

3.io:3.sbj:rlt:lift_partially
cqueetij

ma
ds
ma

x,39

ut
x

the bush had pulled the antlers to one side,
el arbusto había jalado las astas a un lado,

ConAst:5.3
tahac
md:loc
tahac

oo40

lim
oo

cötpacta,
3.io:rlt:be_in_appearance
hapacta

yoque.
rlyo:unsp.sbj:say
teeque

and he was there like that, it is said.
y así estaba allí, se dice.
33This word is a relatively new compound form based on ipac (3.poss:back) and iiqui (3.poss:toward).
34The stem √pacta is an intransitive verb historically derived from the passive form of the verb √oocta ‘look at’.

See the discussion in Marlett (2002). The gloss ‘be_in_appearance’ is an attempt to distinguish it from other verbs that
might be translated ‘be’.

35The complex demonstrative tiquij, used adnominally here, is formed from a locative element, ti, and the article
quij, used for compact items. See also note 8.

36The enclitic ah may follow a noun phrase. While glossed as Focus, its function here may be related to the re-
introduction of the antlers in the narrative. (My thanks to Bob Dooley for suggesting this.)

37The article cop is an innovative dialectal variant of cap. Typically used for items that are viewed as being in a
standing position, its occurrence here indicates that the plant is something viewed as taller than a low bush.

38The word ano is part of the idiom ano cocqueetij (a subentry under cqueetij). In this particular example, the entire
verb phrase is spoken with reduced stress, but especially the verb. (This aspect of stress in the language has not been
studied by anyone.) In some situations, the word ano, like other erstwhile postpositions that have been pulled into
the orbit of the verb (not complete incorporation) as a kind of relational preverb (see Hale & Craig 1988 for a general
discussion of similar but not identical facts), would have a higher degree of stress on it. The occurrences of iti in lines
2.3 and 2.4 have the perceptible higher degree of stress, expected in these cases because the semantic complement of
this word in those examples is not overt and adjacent.

39While the basic and unmarked word order in the language is clearly SOV, in this sentence the direct object is
fronted before the subject.

40This morpheme, pronounced with no stress, is a common enclitic following a noun phrase. Its function has not
been well studied. Some discussion is found in Marlett (in preparation).
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ConAst:6.1
Hapxa
Sylvilagus_sp.
hapxa

quij
def;cm
quij

mahtaamalca41

rlmi:pass:aug:[hv:]horns/antlers
cataamalca

The cotton-tail had been given antlers,
Al conejo le fueron puestas astas,

ConAst:6.2
xo
but
xo

tmiipe42

rlt:neg:good
quiipe

ma,43

ds
ma

but they were not good [for him],
pero no [le] fueron buenas,

ConAst:6.3
cötahcooix,44

3.io:rlt:pass:extract
cöcacooix

yocyo,45

rlyo:unsp.sbj:say\pl
teeque

itaamalca
3.poss:horn(s)/antlers
itaamalca

quij.46

def;cm
quij

[and so] they were taken away from him, it is said.
[y por lo tanto] le fueron quitadas, se dice.

ConAst:7
Hapxa
Sylvilagus_sp.
hapxa

hapáh
sbj.nmlz:pass:do/say/put.fl
quih

quij
def;cm
quij

haa47

[sbj.nmlz:]eq
chaa

ha.
dcl
ha

It was the one called cotton-tail rabbit [to which this happened].
Era el que se llama conejo de cola de algodón [a quien le pasó esto].
41This is a finite form of the same verb that appears in the title. Since this is a passive form, we are not told who it

was that took away the antlers, but it is understood to be the same Creator who gave them to him. The translation of
this form would be more literally rendered ‘s/he was caused to have antlers’.

42The verb quiipe has a very wide range of meanings. Perhaps here the sense would best be rendered by ‘appropriate’.
43It should be noted that the tacit subject of this verb is the antlers, and the superficial but tacit subject of the following

verb is also the antlers. Thus this example is one more that illustrates the important fact that the switch reference system
in this language does not operate off superficial subjects. For more discussion, see Marlett (1984b) and Farrell, Marlett
& Perlmutter (1991).

44The verb stem √acooix is the augmented (causative) of the transitive stem √aiix ‘go away from, abandon’. The
indirect object is the rabbit; the subject of the passive verb is the antlers.

45See note 18.
46It is not unusual for a definite noun phrase, expressing old information, to occasionally be postposed to follow the

main verb of the sentence. The intonation contour pronounced with this noun phrase starts on a lower pitch than that
on the verb.

47The equative verb has two subject nominalized forms, the distribution of which is partly related to the difference
between a specificational use (as here—hence the form haa) and a characterizational use (the morphologically regular
form chaa).
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ConAst:8
Hee
Lepus_alleni
hee

quij
def;cm
quij

imhaa48

sbj.nmlz:neg:eq
chaa

ha.49

dcl
ha

It was not the antelope jackrabbit.
No era la liebre antílope.

Illustration 1

Illustration 2
48Any sequence mh that comes about by morphological concatenation is regularly pronounced as if it were hm [ʔm],

and an untrained writer always writes it that way. The convention used here distinguishes between the form imhaa
(literally, ‘that which is not’) and the innovative adjective ihmaa ‘other’ that has developed from that deverbal noun;
the words are pronounced identically.

49It is not clear why this short story ends as it does. Cathy Marlett has pointed out that the behavior of the cotton-tail
is much more problematic for wearing of antlers than a loping jackrabbit, since the cotton-tail darts here and there.
Seri colleagues have suggested that this is one of the ways in which knowledge about similar animals is passed on to
another generation.
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Illustration 3
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Appendix B: The North Wind and Sun text

This short text, an adaptation of Aesop’s fable about the North Wind and the Sun, was written by
Francisco Xavier Moreno Herrera, who also contributed an original composition to a compilation
of Native American texts (Moreno Herrera 2012a) as well as a series of vignettes of Seri men that
was first published as Moreno Herrera (2012b). The adaptation of Aesop’s fable, using a Spanish
language version of the story for general orientation but not as a text to translate exactly, was made
in order to have a small text to accompany the Seri illustration of the alphabet of the International
Phonetic Association, published first as Marlett, Moreno Herrera & Herrera Astorga (2005) and
later in Spanish as Marlett, Moreno Herrera & Herrera Astorga (2006). While a recording of the
text accompanies those publications, a new recording of Moreno Herrera reading this text was
made in 2015 and is included here ( ) with his permission. Moreno Herrera was careful to explain
various details of the lexical items and grammatical facts presented here; he also had significant
input into the translation of the essay into Spanish.

The contest between the Northwest Wind and the Sun
Francisco Xavier Moreno Herrera

Free rendering:
The Northwest Wind and the Sun were arguing with each other about which of the two was

strongest. Right then a traveler who was wearing an overcoat happened to be passing by. The
Northwest Wind and the Sun made an agreement that whichever of the two could make the traveler
remove his overcoat would be recognized as the stronger. So the Northwest Wind began to blow
with all his might, but despite that, the traveler clung on to his overcoat, and the Northwest Wind
gave up. Then the Sun began to shine with all of his strength, and the traveler could not resist
the heat and shortly removed his overcoat. So at that moment the Northwest Wind recognized the
superiority of the Sun.

VienSol:Title
Haapa50

northwest_wind
haapa

xah,
crd
xah

zaah
sun
zaah

xah,51

crd
xah

pti
rcp
pti

cöiyai52

3.io:3.poss:pon:?
cyai

hac
det;loc
hac

The contest between the Northwest Wind and the Sun
La competencia entre el viento del noroeste y el sol
50In Perales Torres (2014:43) the northwest wind (haapa, synonym haitaapa, both related to hai ‘air, wind’ and aapa

‘enormous; strong; authentic’) is described as one that is caapl ‘cold’, caaixaj ‘strong’, and accompanied by joeene
‘fine dust’.

51The coordinator xah (sometimes pronounced and written as xaha, as in line 1.1) occurs only with nominals. The
coordination is typically bisyndetic (a coordinator after each nominal). See also line 3.2. The examples in this text do
not illustrate the important syntactic fact that this coordinator is always to the left of any determiner that may occur.

52Like a number of other verb roots in the language, the verb root √yai has no gloss given here since it seems to
always appear in construction with another word. The subentry iicp cyai is given in M. Moser & Marlett (2010:265)
as meaning ‘oppose, fight against’.
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VienSol:1.1
Haapa
northwest_wind
haapa

xaha,
crd
xah

zaah
sun
zaah

xaha,
crd
xah

toc53

there
toc

cötoii,54

3.io.rlt:stand\pl
caap

The Northwest Wind and the Sun were there,
El viento del noroeste y el sol estaban allí,

VienSol:1.2
pti
rcp
pti

imeeto,55, 56

3.sbj:rlmi:argue\pl
queet

they were arguing with each other,
estaban discutiendo uno con el otro,

VienSol:1.3
coocj
sbj.nmlz:two
coocj

coi
def;pl
coi

quipac57

unsp.sbj:3.poss:back
quipac

cöcaaixaj58

3io:sbj.nmlz:strong
caaixaj

zo
indf;sg
zo

haa
there
haa

piij
irr.dep:sit
quiij

ta,
ds
ta

which of the two was the strongest,
cuál de los dos era más fuerte,

VienSol:1.4
ipacta
3.poss:[pon:]be_in_appearance
hapacta

quih
def;fl
quih

spaa
sbj.nmlz:tr:know
quiya

taa59

rlt:aux
taa

ma.60

ds
ma

for it to be known about it. [In other words, they were arguing about who was the strongest.]
para que se supiera acerca de eso.
53This locative word is understood as a pronoun in M. Moser & Marlett (2010) since it always requires the

indirect/oblique object index on the verb when it appears. See also line 2.3. On the other hand, the adverb haa,
as in lines 1.3 and 3.3, does not use such indexing on the verb.

54The stem √oii is a suppletive plural stem for the verb quiih ‘be (flexible item)’ as well as the verb caap ‘stand’.
56The reciprocal construction uses the proclitic pti, and an arguably transitive verb (here inflected for third person

subject (i-), which merges phonetically with the preceding i) with a plural stem; the form is [pti'mɛːto].
56This is the verb of the main clause of the sentence. While the normal position of the main clause is sentence-final,

purpose clauses commonly follow the main clause, as here. In this case, the purpose clause (line 1.4) has a clause
dependent on it (line 1.3), for which reason the verb of that dependent clause is in the irrealis mood. See note 28 for
discussion of the realis-mi prefix.

57This possessed noun occurs here in this form, with an unspecified third person possessor (indicated by the
combination of unspecified subject/possessor, underlyingly ca-, and the normal third person possessor i-). This noun,
functionally but inappropriately labeled as an adverb in M. Moser & Marlett (2010:521), in this usage, occurs primarily
with scalar stative predicates to indicate a superior degree; it requires an indexing of third person indirect/oblique object.
See also the simple third person form that is used in line 4.2.

58The prefix cö- here is required because of the presence of the adjunct quipac.
59See note 31.
60The intonational break between line 1.2 and line 1.3 is noticeable, and so lines 1.3 and 1.4 were written as a

separate sentence in Marlett, Moreno Herrera & Herrera Astorga (2005). However, these lines are entirely dependent
grammatically on the previous ones, and so they are written as such in this presentation.
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VienSol:2.1
˻Ox
  thus
ox

tpacta
rlt:be_in_appearance
hapacta

ma˼,61

ds
ma

Then
Entonces

VienSol:2.2
taax
dem;dt;pl
taax

˻ano
  [3.poss:]in
ano

cöititaai˼
3.io:3.sbj:rlt:?
quitaai

ma,
ds
ma

at that same moment,
en ese mismo momento,

VienSol:2.3
˻ziix
  thing
ziix

quiisax˼62

sbj.nmlz:hv:spirit
quiisax

˻hant
  land
hant

cöqueectim˼
3.io:sbj.nmlz:cross
queectim

zo
indf;sg
zo

toc
there
toc

contita,
3io:away:rlt:move
intica

a traveler was passing by,
iba pasando un viajero,

VienSol:2.4
˻ziix
  thing
ziix

z63

indf;sg
zo

isoj
3.poss:body
isoj

hant
land
hant

cöinzám˼.64

3.io:rlmi:put.vt
czam

he was wearing an overcoat.
llevaba una gabardina.

VienSol:3.1
˻Ox
thus
ox

tpacta
rlt:be_in_appearance
hapacta

ma˼,
ds
ma

So
Entonces
61This phrase is very commonly used as a sentence connector to indicate a simple advancement of the story. It is

pronounced with strong stress on the word ox and highly reduced stress on the verb tpacta. Many speakers, especially
in unguarded speech, simplify the cluster tp to p, and ct to t. Thus a common pronunciation is [ˈoχpakama].

62This expression is very commonly used for ‘person’ in a general sense. The word cmiique is most appropriate
when the person is known to be a Seri. See the discussion in Marlett (2011).

63The singular indefinite article zo (as it appears in lines 1.3 and 2.3 above) is z when it appears before a vowel-initial
word, as here. This also involves wrong-way cliticization since the article (which goes with the preceding noun phrase)
is pronounced with the next word, as is also the case with the definite articles.

64For the expression for ‘overcoat’ that is based on this idiom for the wearing of an overcoat, see line 3.3.
It should be noted that this information is not presented in a relative clause, since the information is not taken as

restricting the reference of the expression for ‘traveler’—the fundamental purpose of such clauses in Seri—but rather
as non-restrictive information.
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VienSol:3.2
cmaax65

now
cmaax

˻iihax
3.poss:with
iihax

pte miistox˼,66

rcp;3.io:rlmi:hv:spirit\pl
pte quiisax

zaah
sun
zaah

xaha,
crd
xah

haapa
northwest_wind
haapa

xah,67

crd
xah

at that time the Sun and the Northwest Wind made an agreement with each other,
en ese momento el sol y el viento del noroeste hicieron un acuerdo,

VienSol:3.3
˻ziix
  thing
ziix

quiisax˼
sbj.nmlz:hv:spirit
quiisax

˻hant
  land
hant

cöqueectim˼
3.io:sbj.nmlz:cross
queectim

tintica68

md:aw
tintica

˻ziix
thing
ziix

isoj
3.poss:body
isoj

hant
land
hant

izám˼
3.poss:[pon:]put.vt
czam

quih
def;fl
quih

coccazit
3.io:sbj.nmlz:remove_forcibly
ccazit

zo
indf;sg
zo

haa
there
haa

piij
irr.dep:sit
quiij

ta
ds
ta

x,
ut
x

that whoever could remove the traveler’s overcoat,
que cual pudiera quitarle la gabardina al viajero,

VienSol:3.4
tiix
dem;dt;sg
tiix

quipac
unsp.sbj:3.poss:back
quipac

cöiixaj69

3.io:3.poss:[pon:]strong
caaixaj

hac70

def;loc
hac

cöspaa
3.io:irr.ind:pass:know
quiya

taa
rlt:aux
taa

ma.
ds
ma

the superior strength of that one would be recognized.
la fuerza superior de ése sería reconocido.

VienSol:4.1
˻Ox
thus
ox

tpacta
rlt:be_in_appearance
hapacta

ma˼,
ds
ma

Then
Entonces
65This occurrence of cmaax, as also in line 9.1, has a degree of stress that distinguishes it from the use of the same

word as a discourse marker. My thanks to Xavier Moreno for pointing out the phonetic distinction between the two
uses and the clarification of his intent here.

66This is another example of a reciprocal construction, but in this case the reciprocal proclitic pti and the 3.io prefix
co-/cö- (expected in this idiom for ‘agree’) are replaced by the portmanteau pte (here written as a separate word).

67The coordinated subject here is postposed, as is possible with old information. See note 46.
68This word is a demonstrative adjective that has developed from the phrase tii ntica ‘the one who is/was going

there’. I believe it has lost its demonstrative force in many contexts (as perhaps in line 8.4) and is therefore one more
definite article. It is often pronounced with a slight amount of stress on the first syllable.

69This deverbal noun form of the verb caaixaj ‘strong’ is expected to have the prefix cö- on it in this usage; the
same word should also have the prefix cö- on it because of the presence of the adjunct quipac, as mentioned in note 58.
However, as can be seen, the morphology does not allow two instances of the prefix (except in one special situation,
as discussed in Marlett (in preparation)).

70The definite article that occurs with abstract nominalizations of the type used in this clause is the locative article
hac, most certainly related historically (as suggested by Carolyn O’Meara, personal communication) to the general
locative verb caahca ‘be located’.
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VienSol:4.2
haapa
northwest_wind
haapa

cap
def;vt
cap

iixaj
3.poss:[pon:]strong
caaixaj

quih
def;fl
quih

˻ipac71

3.poss:back/place_behind
ipac

cöimaai˼.72

3.poss:3.sbj:rlmi:make/do
caai

the Northwest Wind applied all of his strength.
el viento del noroeste lo hizo con toda su fuerza.

VienSol:5.1
˻Mos
  also
mos

áno˼
[3.poss:]in
ano

ipac
3.poss:back
ipac

cöimaai
3.poss:3.sbj:rlmi:make/do
caai

He did it really hard,
Lo hizo muy fuerte,

VienSol:5.2
xo
but
xo

˻ziix
  thing
ziix

quiisax˼
sbj.nmlz:hv:spirit
quiisax

˻hant
  land
hant

cöqueectim˼
3.io:sbj.nmlz:cross
queectim

tintica73

md:aw
tintica

˻ziix
  thing
ziix

isoj
3.poss:body
isoj

hant
land
hant

izám˼
3.poss:[pon:]put.vt
czam

quih
def;fl
quih

cöteexetim74

3.io:rlt:refuse_to_give_up
cöqueexetim

ma,
ds
ma

but the traveler held on to his overcoat
pero el viajero mantenía su gabardina.

VienSol:5.3
cöitcomcazit75

3.io:3.sbj:rlt:neg:grab_away
ccazit

iho.76

dcl
ho

(and the Northwest Wind) did not take it away from him.
(y el viento del noroeste) no se la quitó.

VienSol:6.1
Ox
thus
ox

ipacta
3.poss:[pon:]be_in_appearance
hapacta

iti,77

3.poss:on
iti

At that point
Entonces
71See note 57. Here the noun ipac intensifies the verb that it occurs with and on which it determines an

indirect/oblique object index.
72The subentry ipac cöcaai under caai in the dictionary includes the meaning of ‘intensify’.
73The use of the article tintica here is most appropriate since the man was still in motion. See also note 68.
74This is an intransitive verb. The item that is not given up, for which the verb subcategorizes, is cross-referenced

as if it were an indirect object.
75The prefix cö- is indicating that there is someone from whom something is taken; if that person were first or

second person, the prefix would change to he and me, respectively. The topic of indirect objects and related notions is
an interesting and complicated one. See Marlett (2010) for detailed discussion.

76A verb form that uses the t-realis that is negative and that expresses a declaration may be used in the main clause
of a sentence if it is followed by the declarative enclitic ho (iho after consonants).

77This is one of two situations where a word like iti appears as a true postposition. As seen here, the word follows
a deverbal noun, and the entire PP gives a setting for the proposition that follows. (The other situation is internal to
a nominal phrase, such as in caail iti siml (dry_lake_bed 3.poss:on barrel_cactus), Ferocactus emoryi, ‘Emory’s barrel
cactus’.)
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VienSol:6.2
haapa
northwest_wind
haapa

cap78

def;vt
cop

˻isoj
  3.poss:body
isoj

an79

[3.poss:]in
an

imaxonj˼.80

3.sbj:rlt:?
caxonj

the Northwest Wind let up [and gave up].
el viento del noroeste disminuyó su fuerza.

VienSol:7.1
˻Ox
  thus
ox

tpacta
rlt:be_in_appearance
hapacta

ma˼,
ds
ma

Then
Entonces

VienSol:7.2
zaah
sun
zaah

quij,
def;cm
quij

tiix81

dem;dt;sg
tiix

hapi82

intns
hipi

˻iti
3.poss:on
iti

cöiixaj˼83

3.io:3.poss:[pon:]strong
caaixaj

hac
def;loc
hac

tcooo
rlt:all
ccooo

ma84

ds
ma

iti
3.poss:on
iti

cömiixaj.
3.io:rlmi:strong
caaixaj

the Sun became strong with all of his strength.
el sol se hizo fuerte con toda su fuerza.

VienSol:8.1
˻Ox
  thus
ox

tpacta
rlt:be_in_appearance
hapacta

ma˼,
ds
ma

Then
Entonces
78This is the definite article that corresponds, in simple cases, to items that are in a vertical position; it relates

historically to the deverbal noun caap, formed from √ap ‘be standing’. For some speakers the article is now cop
(perhaps by influence from the definite article for horizontal items com). This article is also used for liquids and gasses
and for a number of meteorological nouns, including those describing cold weather and hot weather. The noun zaah,
for example, with the article quij, as in line 7.2, means ‘sun’, but with the article cap or the complex demonstrative
ticap means ‘day’.

79The preverbal locative marker ano loses its final vowel when it precedes a vowel.
80This expression for ‘relax’ is used for describing a wind that ‘lets up’. (The latter sense was not included in the

dictionary.)
81The use of the demonstrative pronoun following a noun phrase with an article is very common. Here it is used to

express a certain amount of contrastive focus on the noun phrase zaah quij.
82The adverb hapi is used to indicate coreference between the subject of a clause and the possessor of some phrase

in the clause. It is not obligatory, and it may be used with any person of possessor. A more stilted translation here
would use the phrase ‘his own strength’.

83This expression iti cöiixaj means ‘maximum strength’, according to Xavier Moreno.
84The clause with a quantifying predicate here is dependent but is pronounced without any pause between it and the

main clause; for that reason, no comma appears after ma here.
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VienSol:8.p2
zaah
sun
zaah

quij
def;cm
quij

cmatj85

sbj.nmlz:hot
cmatj

iha86

dcl
ha

yax,87

since
yax

since the Sun was hot,
ya que el sol estaba caliente,

VienSol:8.3
itcmitai,
3.sbj:rlt:neg:measure
quitai
(the traveler) could not hold out against it,
(el viajero) no lo pudo resistir,

VienSol:8.4
ctam88

male/man
ctam

tintica
md:aw
tintica

˻ziix
  thing
ziix

isoj
3.poss:body
isoj

hant
land
hant

izám˼
3.poss:[pon:]put.vt
czam

quih
def;fl
quih

˻cöihaafzx
3.io:3.poss:pon:fast
caafzx

hac
def;loc
hac

iti˼89

3.poss:on
iti

cöimiipox.90

3.io:3.sbj:rlmi:take_out
quipox

the man right then removed his overcoat.
el hombre en ese momento se quitó la gabardina.

VienSol:9.1
˻Ox
  thus
ox

tpacta
rlt:be_in_appearance
hapacta

ma˼,
ds
ma

So
Entonces
85A subject-oriented deverbal noun, such as this one, is commonly used in the language with a modal (note the

declarative modal that follows) to create a well-formed sentence. The form here is in the realis mood, distinct from an
irrealis form. Such forms are also used in relative clauses, and their common-ness is one reason for using this form as
the entry form in the dictionary.

86The declarative mood enclitic is iha following a consonant and ha following a vowel. The interrogative mood
enclitic is always ya.

87This is one of few subordinators in the language. This particular one follows what could otherwise be an
independent clause. That is, the clause zaah quij cmatj iha could be a simple sentence meaning ‘The sun is hot’
or ‘The sun was hot’.

88This is the first indication that the traveler is a man. The word ctam is the common expression for an adult male
person as well as being the word used to indicate the male sex of any animal.

89This phrase might also be translated ‘without delay’ or ‘right away’. The difference between the verb √aafzx ‘fast’
and the verb √iha in line 4.2 of the text in appendix A, also glossed ‘fast’, has not been explored.

90This verb for ‘remove’ is used (among other things) for removing clothing from oneself. The prefix cö- on this
verb is, nevertheless, referring to the man himself. (The verb for removing clothing from someone else is cöcacópoxot.)
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VienSol:9.2
cmaax91

now
cmaax

haapa
northwest_wind
haapa

cap
def;vt
cop

zaah
sun
zaah

quij
def;cm
quij

˻ipac
  3.poss:back/place_behind
ipac

hac
def;loc
hac

cöihinol˼
3.io:3.poss:pon:hv:arm/hand/finger
quinol

hac
def;loc
hac

cöimiya.92

3.io:3.sbj:rlmi:know
quiya

at that point the Northwest Wind recognized the superiority of the Sun.
en ese momento el viento del noroeste reconoció la superioridad del sol.
91See the discussion of cmaax in note 65.
92The verb here is inflected for third person indirect/oblique because of its meaning as ‘recognize (something)’ rather

than simply ‘know’.
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Appendix C: A mini guide to Seri orthography

The symbols of the International Phonetic Association (IPA 1999) that correspond to the letters in
the Seri alphabet are shown in table 1.

Table 1

Seri orthography IPA Seri orthography IPA

a, aa a, aa m m

c k n n

cö kʷ o, oo o, oo

e, ee ɛ, ɛɛ p p

f ɸ qu k

h ʔ r ɾ

i, ii i, ii s s

j x t t

jö xʷ x χ

l ɬ xö χʷ

l l y j

z ʃ

Notable allophones include the following (but see Marlett, Moreno Herrera & Herrera Astorga
(2005) and Marlett (in preparation) for many more details):

1. When it occurs in an unstressed syllable, /m/ assimilates to the place of articulation of the
following consonant. Thus siizcam caha ‘they will arrive’ is pronounced [ˈsiːʃkaŋ kaʔa] and
comcaac ‘Seri people’ is pronounced [ˈkoŋkaːk]. (/n/ does not assimilate.)

2. When it occurs in an unstressed syllable, /m/ is often pronounced as a velar nasal when it
precedes pause. Thus tazcam ‘did they arrive?’ may be heard as [ˈtaʃkam] or [ˈtaʃkaŋ].

3. When it immediately follows a velar stop (plain or labialized), /m/ is pronounced as a nasalized
labial-velar approximant, the nasality of which spreads to adjacent vowels. Thus cmiique ‘Seri
person’ is pronounced [ˈkw̃i ̃ː kɛ], and toc cömiij ‘s/he is/was sitting there’ is pronounced [tok
kʷw̃i ̃ː x]. (The distinction between /k/ and /kʷ/ is neutralized phonetically before /m/. /kʷ/ in
the word cömiij is a prefix that indexes a third person indirect/oblique object—here the locative
pronoun toc; this prefix is clearly perceived as /kʷ/ in other contexts, and is /ko-/ in others.)
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An acute accent may be used to indicate primary word stress when stress does not follow the
general rules.93 Essentially, stress occurs on the penultimate syllable of a root (not the word), or
on the final syllable if that syllable is heavy. The final syllable is heavy if it has two moras, which
happens when it has at least two vowels, or a long vowel, or a complex coda. (Single consonant
codas do not contribute a mora.)

Since stress is assigned to the root, it never occurs on a suffix. Vowel fusion may cause it to
appear that stress is occurring on a prefix. And a small set of irregular verbs essentially always
throw the stress to a preceding syllable, sometimes requiring the insertion of a vowel for there to
be a place on which to throw the stress.

Some exceptions occur for all of the generalizations. A few words have stress on the antepenul-
timate syllable (for reasons that are unrelated to affixation). In the case of itaamalca (see line 2.2
of the text in appendix A), and all words based on the root √taamalca, the antepenultimate syllable
is stressed, perhaps because of the long vowel, or perhaps because the stem is complex and con-
tains a historical plural suffix. An example of a monomorphemic word with antepenultimate stress
without a long vowel being involved is given in (1i). A few bisyllabic roots have final stress on a
light syllable. A few bisyllabic roots have penultimate stress despite the fact that the final syllable
is heavy.

The writing system does not always indicate stress, but when it does, it does not assume that the
reader knows where the root boundary is located; it considers only the orthographic word.

Examples:

(1) a. ‘inchworm’ tacazaca [takaˈʃaka]
c. ‘Modiolus capax (a mus-

sel)’
satoj [ˈsatox]

d. ‘what is called/put’ hapáh [ʔaˈpaʔ] (The root is √aʔ.)
e. ‘what are put’ hapáhtolca [ʔaˈpaʔtoɬka] (The root is √aʔ.)
f. ‘Paralabrax maculato-

fasciatus (spotted sand-
bass)’

najoo [naˈjoo]

g. ‘Bebbia juncea (sweet-
bush)’

sapatx [saˈpatχ]

h. ‘fire’ hamác [ʔaˈmak] (Irregular final stress on a light syl-
lable.)

i. ‘Fouquieria columnaris
(boojum tree)’

cótotaj [ˈkototax] (Irregular antepenultimate stress.)

j. ‘Lutjanus spp. (a snap-
per)’

xnícatl [ˈχnikatɬ] (Irregular penultimate stress since
final syllable is heavy.)

For more details, see Marlett (2008a).

93Native speaker writers rarely include a written accent for this purpose, but they often find it helpful to see one
written. The second edition of the dictionary, M. Moser & Marlett (2010), was quite strict about writing accents
following this algorithm as an aid to non-speakers and as part of the historical record.
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